User talk:ChessEvan4
Block
Hi. I blocked you based on Special:Diff/7249196, which matches the edits of an LTA. However, since you
have made a load of other good edits here, as well as some on the English Wikipedia, I was wondering:
did someone email you asking you to make that edit? If so, my apologies for assuming you were that
LTA. Thanks, --DannyS712 (talk) 00:26, 4 January 2021 (UTC)
Adding a bit more context. The person who probably emailed you has been harassing Wikipedia
editors for over 10 years, including attempts at doxxing and death threats. He is also banned by
the Wikimedia Foundation. His name is public information and he has no expectation or right of
privacy, especially considering it is he who made his name publicly known. He emails dozens of
random users asking them to remove his name, and it is thus probable that, at some point, an
editor would believe his emails and remove his name. Best regards, Vermont (talk) 00:36, 4
January 2021 (UTC)
Yes, I got an email from larosvetitelj. Sorry about that. I didn't think. ChessEvan4 (talk) 02:08, 4
January 2021 (UTC)
@ChessEvan4 in that case, I'm sorry for blocking you, and thank you for explaining. You had no
way of knowing that the email was from a banned user. I hope you'll continue to contribute! Happy
new year, --DannyS712 (talk) 02:36, 4 January 2021 (UTC)
No worries, thank you for keeping Wikipedia a good environment for everyone here :) ChessEvan4 (talk)
04:34, 4 January 2021 (UTC)

O NO!!!!!!!!! THESE PEOPLE ARE LYING; that user never, ever made public name, HE IS NOT
LTA; he never, ever made public threats; vermont & dannyS712 are lying and yes that person has
the right to privacy as everybody else does; NO THAT NAME IS NOT PUBLIC INFORMATION
BECAUSE THAT IS FAMILY NAME; What you did is the right thing and is appreciated by whole
family. THEY ARE THE REAL LTA! I will email you tons of proof to prove you above super vandals
who put that family name public that is causing huge problems in real life and to the instigators as
it will only increase, as we are here to stop this no matter what it takes and legal action against
wmf is pending.... we will make sure vermont chris gates, dannys712 come to court too with
others! Action is being taken to destroy all wikimedia sponsors as well!

Welcome
Hello, ChessEvan4, and welcome to the Simple English Wikipedia! Thank you for your changes.
You may want to begin by reading these pages:
Help
Rules
Links to useful pages
How to write Simple English pages
How to copy from another Wikipedia
For some ideas of pages to work on, read Wikipedia:Requested pages or the list of wanted pages.
You can change any pages you want! Any changes you make can be seen right away. You can ask
questions at Wikipedia:Simple talk. At the end of your messages on talk pages, please sign your name by
clicking
or using four tildes (~~~~); this will show your username and the date.
If you need help just click here (https://simple.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Special:Myt
alk&action=edit&section=new) and type {{helpme}} and your question and someone will reply to
you shortly.
Good luck and happy changing! Tsugaru Let's Talk! :) 🍁 02:16, 4 January 2021 (UTC)

